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GSU accredited April 9. '75
IT's OFI<'IClAL. The waiting is
over . President Engbretson
expressed it this way :
" Heartfelt congratulations to
the Governors State University
faculty , staff and students. This
morning, April 9, at 9:30, the
Univer sity was granted fuJI
accreditation, with no conditions,
for five years at both the
bachelor's and master's levels.
This is the highest accreditation
available to a new institution.
Each and every one of you can
take a deep, justified pride in this
day."
The North Central Association
and Collegesmeetingin Chicago
this week, voted for accreditation
following the unanimous

recommendal1on by the
accredition team who visited
GSU last December.
The team's 24-page report
concluded:
"This r ecommendation is
based upon the unquestioned
qu a lity of the faculty, a n
excellent fiscal base, welJarticulated goals, capa b le
students, a flexible physical plant
with impressive supporting
instructional resources, excellent
eva lu ative mechanisms,
competen t admi ni strative
leadership, strong support from
the Board of Governors, and a
well-designed, innovative,
performance-based instructional
program tailored to the needs of
the institution's clientele."

Nadar and Rovvan
next vvee.lcend in Harvey
By Jean Ka lwa
RALPH NADER, consumer advocate
and founder of the Center for S~udy of
Responsive Law. will be featured at the
April 18 session of the 2nd annual South
Cook County World Affairs Conference.
Nader wi ll talk on
''Inflation/ Recession : Unsafe at Any
Speed." The general theme of the
conference is " Inflation-Recession :
The World's Tattered Pocketboo.k ."
The Friday-&lturday conference will
also feature a panel discussion
Saturday morning, April 19, in which
such belt-tightening subjects as
shortages, inflation and the " Changing
Psychology of Prosperity" will be
evaluated. Panelists will also take a
look at the current recession and its
effects on jobs for women and minority
groups , consumers , and an

Paul Hill
Honored at
workshop
Paul G. Hill. UnJversity Advocate.
was recently nominated by a national
steering committee and the staff of the
Bureau of Education for t he
Handicapped t BEH ), to 1dent1fy
research needs and priorities related to
preparation of personnel to serve the
handicapped. The landmark national
workshop was held at the new
conference center of the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, New
Jersey . Known nationally as an
advocate for the creative utilization of
the talents of the handicapped, Dr. Hill
was invited as one of a select group of
100 individuals. representing not only
researchers, but also consumers of
research: i . e. , educators,
administrators, counselors. and others
who translate research into action.

examination of ways in which the USSR
handles inf1ation in a controlled
economy.
Saturday afternoon is reserved for
another noted speaker, Carl Rowan,
syndicated columnist who appears
locally in the Chicago Daily News and
former ambassador to Finland.
The conference wiJl be held at the
Holiday Inn in Harvey ·at 17100 South
Halsted. Fees for students and adults
over 65 are S6 for the entire conference
and $2.50 for each individual session.
Non-student adults will be charged S12
for the conference and $4.50 per
individual session.
GSU students wishing to attend the
conference may get additional financial
assistance. SSAC has agreed to cover
half of the fees for the conference for
the first 50 students applying on a firstcome, first-served basis. Registration
forms are available from D. Lowell
Culver <BPSl , and students are urged
to apply early.
Sign-up <late registration) will be
handled on an outpost basis between 6
and 7 p.m. Aprill8 at registration desk
of fbe Harvey Holiday Inn.
One-unit module credit is also
available. Students attending the
conference for credit should be
prepared to write a critique of the
conference, read and critique the book,
THE NEW INFLATION : Cau~es,
Effects and Cures, by George Bach (on
sale in the GSU bookstore), and attend
a follow-up sessionon the conference on
April 26 at GSU.
Students needing additional financial
aid to attend this conference should see
the Financial Aids office or if veterans,
Leo Kelly.
GSU is one of the major sponsors of
the South Cook County World Affairs
Conference. Other institutions are
Moraine Valley Community College,
Thornton Community College, Prairie
State College the University of fllinois
Alumni Association, U. of I. Extension
in International Affairs, and the South
Cook County World Affairs Council.

Dr . .Glenn A. Niemeyer, vice
president of the colk!ges, Grand
Valley State Co~es, Allendale,
Mich., and a member of the
accreditation team, commented :
" The strength of any university
is its faculty. This faculty was
attracted to GSU for what GSU
stands for, stood for, and what it
will be. It is a deeply committed
faculty, deeply committed to the
life of this institution. It is very
dedicated to teaching. It ought to
be nurtured a nd carefu lly
supported so that it may continue
to remain the strongest part of
this univers.ity."
Other team members were :
Dr. Pon{l.ld J . McCarty, dean of
the sc h ool of education,
University of Wisconsin, Madison
<chairman >; Dr . . Morris T .
Keeton , provost and vice
president , Antioch College,
Colurnbi4, Md .; Dr . . Arlene
Melha, assistan t p rofessor ,
d e partment of secondary
education , Arizona Sta te
University, Tempe ; Dr. .Grace
Olivarez, dir ector, institute for
social research and development,
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, and Dr. ,James H.
Rosser, rice chancellor, State
Board of Higher Education,
Trenton, N.J .
The accreditation team's visit
Dec~mber 16-18, 1974, followed
acceptance of a seU-study of the
uni versity by the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
David Curtis, acting executive
assistant to the president ,
commented on the reaction of his
staff to the news: " We are all
very pleased and feel like we are
walking on a cloud."
Students, asked for reactions,
were uniformly enthusiastic. One
student said the most important
thing to him about the official
accreditation was job security.

GSU ARCHIVES
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"Now that we are accredited •• I
can go out and look fore a j~b."
Another commented, "It's about
time. It's one more reason to
celebrate the dedication.'' A third
felt that the official accreditation
was far more imoortant to
students than even the
forthcoming dedication, since it
means additional prestige is
attached to tbe GSU degree.
Governor s State University
applied for and achieved in J uly ;
1970, correspondent status with
the North Central Accrediting
association. the first step in the
l eading to today ' s J u ll
accreditation. GSU has almost
1.500 a lumni. A record high of
over 3.000 students registered at
GSU for the current March/ April, session. There were
some 700 students when 6SU
opened two years early in 1971.

Dedication
Tickets
limited .
A LIMITED NUMBER of free public
tickets will be available for the forma l
dedication of Governors State
University April 20.
With the university gymnasium
seating only llOO for the dedication,
tickets are being divided on a limited
basis among guests, students, faculty ,
staff and the general public.
The free public tickets are available
through the university office of
communications by telephoning Ginn.i
Burghardt on extension 2419.
The formal dedication on April 20
featuring Governor Daniel Walker as
principal speaker begins a series of
dedication events open to the public.

And register for M-J week
LAST MINUTE REGISTRATlON
NOTES : Registration fo r the
!\lay/ June sessions takes place
Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday of
this week . April 15, 16 and 17.
l''ollowing are the offiCial instructions
from Admissions and Records:
STEP I : Admitted students obtain
Student Schedule Request F orms from
the College of BOG degree program in
which they are enrolled. These forms
should be completed by the student and
approved by Lhe advisor. Students
should secure special permission to
enroll in modules or permission to
carry an overload PRIOR to the
registration period. ALL STUDENTS
SHOULD SEE T HEIR ADVISOR

PlUOR TO THE REGISTRATION
eERIOD.
ST EP ll : Students will be enrolled in
modules and make payment in the
gymnasium in the " F " area of the
building <west end> according to the
schedule below, noting that students
may enroll during their time period or
after that period. but not prior to that
lime. Registration will lake place April
15. 16. and 17 and also on a clean-up day,
May 2. 1975.
STEP Ill : Payment for each session
is made a t the time of registration.
Registration will not be accepted
without payment.
A late fee of $10 is charged for
registration completed after May 2,
HJ75. for the May/ June 1975 session.

How to win th,• advisor-game
Shirley Mullinix
r The a·cademic advis·o·r -advisee
relationship has been one of the key
selling points in favor of the style of socalled innovative education that exists
at GSU. Granted this whole institution
and how to play the game of getting
through it absorbing the maximum
amount of knowledge, with minimum
hassles, may seem a bit confusing to
the student. But each student has an
advisor who supposedly understands
the system and will help his advisee put
the pieces tog_etber and get thru the
academic maze.
So one m~y Qe rather disillusioned
wben-he is- bit with the realization that
an · advisor's mere presence is a
co.mmodity not always within
altainable reach. Posted office hours
are delinitelyrnp indication that the
,... . .,

There have·l>een some controversial
issues with regards to HLD and the
Dean's stand in the college. What I
think we are witnessing is what most
classic textbooks on corporational
psychology describe as the need for
corporate structure. GSU is a new
institution experiencing pressures
coming from all directions to obtain
structura~ defini.tion. The Dean of HLD
impresses me as a competent man
doing his best to obtain high quality
education within his college. As the
head of his college he takes the blame
for higher administrative decisions,
such was the case of the complaints
received regarding the graduate
testing and fees. I do agree with the
students that at least in a couple of
occasions Dean Cogdell could 'have
taken a stronger stand to protect
student's rights.
For example, the issue of work-study
students six months ago and their
temporary suspension of employment
in HLD primarily. However, what the
students do not realize is that the Dean
of HLD has the least seniority of all the
deans. has no tenure (the other three
deans have) , and presently it would be
politically unwise for )lim to take a
public stand that would waken his
position and his probabilities of making
long term strides in his college. This
does not mean that he has not tried to
deal with issues and protect his students
in private . conversations with administration behind the scenes.
In a humane institution we must
recognize inner battles and the degree
of loneliness endured· by the head of
a political unil Let's hope that in the
future students and faculty will feel
more free to get closer to the Dean and
get tQ know him better as a caring and
responsible iidministrator a s well as a
human being.
·'
·
Sandra Whitaker
Behavioral Studies Professor
CHLD

I WOULD LIKE TO THANK all the
wonderful people of student services for
being so concerned about that ever
existing problem of the students
arriving at the I.C. station during the
lunch hour of the bus driver
<consequently you'd either " walk or
wait">.
Seeing that student services is on
such a strong environmental kick, I'd
like to do some kicking myself...
I really enjoyed the hi.ke you
wonderful people, l do hope the
opportunity befalls you, I'm sure you
will enoy it. We might even find
something constructive coming forth
from your venture. Like you getting
lost!
J .S.W.
capricorn

professor will necessarily be in his office
during these hours. Students wishing to
make contact with their advisors
should get definate confirmation from
their advisor as to appointment times.
This is sometimes more easily said
than done, since some advisors do not
think it within the realm of their
secretary's duties to make
appointments for them, nor do they
think it important to Jet their
secretaries know when they are coming
in or where they can be reached. One
might even conclude after several futile
attempts to locate an advisor that this
person is actually trying to avoid
students.
This is not to imply that every advisor
in the _university is shirking his

responsibility to students. Some faculty
members are genuinely helpful and
make valid attempts to assist students
whenever possible. This session two HL D fa culty members are even
offenng a module in academic contract
planning for students in their area of
emphasis. Still the overall picture
remains somewhat bleak.
So be persistent. You may even try
tracking your advisor down when he is
teacl)ing a class. This is one sure way to
get to talk to him.for a minute or so at
least. If you ever do manage to get a
conference with your advisor, get him
to make a learning contract with you
explaining in specific objectives what
will be required _of you for graduation,
and you will be two giant steps closer to
that sheepskin.

,
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Credo: To boldly go where no other newspaper has gone before

In pursuit of honesty, fairness and truth In all that we publish.

- Official
Travel Polley
FOLLOWING IS THE COl\oiPLETE
text of a memorandum from President
Engbretson's office sent to aU unit
heads and the Student Services Advisor~ Committee recently:
••This office will no longer approve
nor will the business of!ice pay for
travel that has not been properly approved by the respective vice president
two weeks in advance of the date of
travel commencement. Requests for
foreign travel (outside the 48 contiguous states) will be disapproved if
not received in this office nve days in
advance of the required submission to
the Board office, which is 30 days in
advance. Emergencies will only be
approved when the meeting is at the
request of an appropriate lllinois
governmental agency, code department or ~neral Assembly and the
Federal government. This applies to
students as well as GSU employees.
"The above is necessitated by the
decreasing but continuing flow of
emergency requests, especially for outof-state and foreign travel. Travel
funds will be reduced in FY76 due to
operating budget constraints. For all
who are relatively new, permit us to
point out that GSU has had more than
150% <per person) more travel funds for
the past four years than our sister institutions. As you know, personal expenditures for professional travel are
tax deductible."

Curtis Crawford of Lockport bas been
elected first president of the Governors
State University Alumni association.
He wiJJ represent the 1,400 alumni at
the university dedication April 20, and
preside at the alumni drop-in from
12:30 to 1: 15 p .m. preceding the
dedication.
Also elected by alumni mail ballot to
one-year terms on the association's
intertm board of directors were Ann
Swartw<lut of Flossmoor, vice president
of correspondence; Mary Johnson of
Robbins, vice president of recruitment:
Carol Roselle of Frankfort, vice
president of finance ; Leonard Wilson ol
Park Forest, vice president of
programming, and Elaine RutherfordHenn of Park Forest, vice presidenl of
elections.

BPS' Matras formulates
student-work proposal
John Matras , Student
Representative, BPS, will present the
following policy to the University
Assembly to consider at tbeir next
meeting :
''Student work is the property of the
student, and as such is to be returned to
the student after evaluation by a
coordinator within a period no greater
than ninety days <this time period is
negotiable > from the date of
submission. Outing the time student
work is in the possession of tbe
coordinator , the coordinator is
responsible for the protection of the
work from loss, theft, and damage.
Coordinators are not required to retain
student work beyond a period of ninety
days ( also negotiable ) after
notification to the student that said
work is available to the student.
Student work includes research
papers, research data, "term" papers,
homework, essays, original fiction and
poetry, and original works of art. Not

included are in-class examinations
(quizzes, tests, final exams, etc. ).
~tu dent work that requires
~ubstantial use of university facilities
and student work that is commissioned
by outside agencies is covered by
another university policy and does not
need lo be dealt with in detail by this
poli~y. This poHcy should possibly
exclude these cases."
This proposal was referred to SCEPP
by the Assembly, with the faculty
voting for referral, students voting
against. A subsequent motion specifies
that SCEPP must retain a revised
proposed policy on student work after
two regular meetings of SCEPP.
This proposal was necessitated,
according to Matras, due to the fact
that some faculty members appear to
take a casual attitude toward their
students' work, at least as far as
protecting it. As a result many of the
students have discovered their work
being "ripped-off" by other students.
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faculty workload issue says GSU/AFT quiz
~

by Jean Kalwa
TEACHER WORKLOAD is the key
issue which concern's GSU faculty,
according to Suza'nne Prescott,
University Professor of Behavioral
Studies and President of the GSU local
of the American Federation of
Teachers.
Prescott bases her conclusions on the
results of a recent survey conducted by
GSU/ AFT which was distributed to ~ll
• GSU faculty and LRC·supportstaff late
last fall . The unipn-si>onsored.'. survey
was an att empt to idcintify jssu~ of
ll)ajor importance to faculty members.
Often, she noted, it... is said that
concerns vary from college to college
within the universit<.y, but the result" of
this survey show GSU faculty are
surprisingly unified around the same
issues.
The reason the workJoad issue is so
important right now, she continued, is
because GSl,J faculty face an increase
•to four modules per session when the
proposed trimester calendar now under

consideration by the University
Assembly goes into effect next
September.
(Editor's note: The trimester plan
was passed by UA on March 20.)
According to Prescott, this issue is as
crucial to the welfare of GSU students
as it is to the faculty . since increased
workload will cut down on the amount
of time teachers have available for
prepar~tion and interaction' with
students.
She added, "The proposed workload
is a threat to higher education at QSU
and to the unique educational features
of this institution. No student can get
high-quality education from
overworked teachers."
Dr. Prescott stated that the local AFT
chapter has gone on record as
supporting a teaching load of no more
than three modules per faculty member
per trimester and not more than 24
units per year.
The trend toward increasing faculty
workload at all Board of Governors
.schools as a way of cutting costs was

also noted by ~argaret Schmid,
Professor of Sociology at Northeastern
Illinois University and President of the
AFT Faculty Council. She cOmmented
that such increases, promoted by BOG
administrations,'' seriously contribute
to the degradation of higher education
by placing emphasis on quanity, not
quality,"
"There are other ways to cut cost,"
seh continued.
" Before course loads are raised,
superfluous administrative positions
should be eliminated, fre~ing up money
for more faculty. The -tremendous
inequities between admihistrative
salades and professors' 'Qi~d~ries also
strain budgets,' ' she:said. .
The AFT survey asked GSU-faculty to
rate 24 selected issues as very
important, moderately· ·important or
not important. Among other issues
identified as " very important" by GSU
teachers were administrative
accountability to Jhe fac.ylty, faculty
evaluation pr~edures ~d cost-of·
living salary a'djust;Jlents. In addition to listing specific issues,
-y

.....

Whitaker tackles
women's issues
by Janet Gordley
Women's Studies began as an intercollegial program in CCS under the
professorship of Dr. Sandra Whitaker.
The program was considered no different than any other area of emphas.i~
in interdisciplinary programs. In fact,
it was not even consiaerea a program,
only an area of emphasis under a sociocultural program. The prospect looked
bleak. Communication between Dean
Sherman and Dr. Whitaker appeared to
be blocked. Consequently, Sandra bad
to rely on the understanding of the three
other Deans which were sympathetic to
her position. She wanted to implement
the Women!s Studies ''Program" Carea
of emphasis). In Sept. of 1972, Dr.
Whitaker resigned as the coordinator of
the Women's Studies program, not as a
professor of women's studies or as a
feminist professional giving services to
the community. By her resignation, the
higher administration realized the need
to intervene and dev ise a structure that
would guarantee the implementation of
Women's Studies as intended by SCEPP
and the General Assembly.
Today, the sturcture of Women's
Studies extends the length and width of
GSU. There is a professional in each
college instructing. The four professors
are: Kathy Abtiott, EAS, Suzanne
Prescott, Hill, Paula Wolff. BPS, and
Claire Anthony. CS. The coordinator, i.n
geneta1. is Dr. Harriet Gross, and at the
top of the structure sits Dr. Mary
Endres.

Dr. Whitaker is currently teaching a
combination of psyc hology and
women's studies and is doing research
in two areas: cross-cultural issues and
women. She teach,es social perception.
self-esteem and depression Cthe
causation and effects J. In addition, she
does a considerable amount of community work of an kinds which includes
speeches, ra.dio presentations,
tele\tision presentations. out-of-state
conferences. etc. She has been on t he
Jim Conway show twice (WGN,
Channel 9l..,and on Point-Counterpoint
twice <WLS radio and Channel 7
television). Furthermore she gave a
double presentatiop at the PlayBoy
Club in Chicago to over 700 persons. the
same presentation repeated both a.m.
and p.m.
On Tuesday, April 1St, she will be in
Greenville, . South Carolina appearing
on local radio, before the %unior League
of Women Capprpximately 200 people)
and climaxing her trip with a
pre:;en~tion before 1500 people attending the National Association of
Mental Health. Southern States. Hey
topic will be ''Women In Transition'' all
three times.
For the future. she plans to speak
before the Mensa Annual Convention in
San Antonio, TexasonJune27th, and on
Oct. 23rd, Dr. Whitaker will give a
whole·day conference at the Palmer
House as a part of the National
Association of Dental Hygenists
covention.

Ch.i ld care center
gets nevv directOr
THE CHILD CARE CENTER at long
Jasthas a director. He is Steven Heller.
He applied fot this position almost a
whole year agQ and. feels very fortunate, not only in acquiring his job, but
also in the fact that he likes his job.
Heller comes to GSU from New York
City. There, he llad his own kindergarten fot three and one-half years.
He has been involved in education for
eleven years as a teacher, administrator. consultant, and has taugh!
on all levels from college on down. Of
New York, Heller says, " The only good
thing about that is leaving there! "
The Child Care Center is intende<;l to

_;;;s-,.

accommodate children, ages three to
twelve years old, whose l)arentcs) is a
student, staff member, or a faculty
member. Parents can use the facility as
a drop-in center while they are irr a
module, part-time eight hour a day
basis. The Center will adhere to the
GSU ·calendar as far as holidays,
session breaks. vacations, .etc. are
concerned. The proceedure for placing
your child in the Center is to contact
either Student Services at exte.nsion
2141. Rosalyn Gillespie, administrative
facilitator, at extension 2355, or Steven
l{eller at the Child Care Center
telephone number 534-l)980 or home,
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the survey included two open-ended
items which permitted teachers to articulate other problems and suggest
' solutions. Over 60% of those surveyed
responded, a high rate of return for
s.~ch qu~tionoaires.

A report showing the results of the
survey
be distributed to all faculty
members. Copies will be available upon
request to interested students and
others.
Similar survey-s nave. -been made
among faculty at- other· Board of
Governors institUtions . too; said
Prescott. Results of •A}cy.sponsorea
surveys at Northeasfetn:'and· E~steril
lllinois show faculty"iJ''ere·: are;;.~Jso
concerned about these same ·issues.
Dr. Prescott st.ate(Hh3btbe -Board ~of
Go~ernors system iSifhe weakest! of the
four state systems'::of fotir-~y:ear ·and
senior universiti~ ililerms Otsa'ollarfunding, and the"' ~'-~isHsli\SPorting
efforts to increase the fiscal resources
available to the BOG.
She conclud~, "!! tur.n out 9
students and credit:Jmils"::DRr
~
.- ....,..~...... ~
~
than any of the ...ot~ent4~

will
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Mc.C ie·l lan running fQr ...
J!_.f.S. presidency
CULTURAL STUDIE.S professor,
Larry McCleUan, is a candidate for
village president in Park Forest South.
As a professor of urban studies, he_
teaches ·students , "How the
metropolitan systems work, how to ·
understand communities, and how do
people become involv~d in the
community process (politics>." In
Larry's modules, students become
involved in the construction of their
own sc~l~-<lown cities. He.,.~mploys a
board, similar to one used in certain
games. and building blocks. This
enables the student to actually play
through the development of a city
including the socio"Cultural a·s well as
political-economic factors which

become inherent as the city develops.
As a candidate for president, Larry
will be able to employ all of the
accummutated knowledge that, as a
professor. he wssesses. He is running
at a crucial time in the history of"Park
Forest South. Many important
decisions will be made during thistenureof office which will ascertain the
future of the village. r believe that
Larry has the knowledge and the
bacl;tground needed to ensure the
continued growth- and development of
Park Forest South.
,
For registered vote.r s, the election is
April 15, 1975. For information please
call Eileen Coatar, 534-6790 or James
McCormick., 534-6796. GOOD LUCK,
LARRY.

Future Shock:
Trees & Titne
17,000 TREES, seedlings, and ground
cover plants wiJl grace the Phase 2
campus by October 75, according to
Director of Building and Plant
Ope~alions, William Wickersham.
Extensive landscaping is in progress all
over the 750 acre campus site-.
Flowering trees, ~ -colorful ground
cover plants, and extensive sodding will
convert the now barren areas adjacent
to the main building to a rich and
beautiful landscape. Extensive
reforestation will take place in many of
the outlying areas of the campus site,
and shrubbery and-other ground cover
will be planted in·other places. Portions
of the Stuba parcel will beJeft in their
natural state to be used as an outdpor
nature laboratory for the College of
En~ironmental -and Applied Sciences.
481-9546. Fees are charged on a sliding
scale basis to accommodate everybody.
At the Child Care Center, your child
will be allowed to develop his or hers
own uniqueness a_nd individuality_
Although the theme will be educational
with some guidance and direction, it
will primarily be child orientated built
on an atmosphere of love and respect.
Mr. Heller is requesting donations of
equipment such as books, bicycles,
toys. old clothing and also looking for
volunteers, co-op students. and practicum students. The one requirement !s
a love .for children.

'is
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Capsul.~;~ __
,
In the spring of 2075 a tiine 't apsule
will be opened at GOverno~ 'state
University.
·· ·•-:: _· --- ·· ' ·
Designed to produce a glimpse of the
culture which founded
this
.innovative
:·
l •· _.
university, the contents of the capsule ·.
should represent contempOrary cultuie
through objects and media .that will be
overlooked or lost ·in the 'too years.
Dav~ Wight, who is in charge of the
project. is seeking a way to
demonstrate the spec.ific mood and
feelings of the early 1970's.
Because of Gov~rnors ,State ' s
commitment tpcommunitx a~t1oJJ, h~{s
soliciting ideas, objects, agd opjnion.s
concerning what ought to be plac~ in
the time capsule..
· ..
Dr. Wight, of the College,Qf Cl,ll~ural
Studies., feels letters of opinion1 ~1?6rs,
news articles, coinmerc'iaJs, etc., all
are illustrations. The hope is to show
the variety of opinion and m~, 'r ather
than to present a single illustration
which could be deduced by an historian.
Suggestions and sepcific examples
may be sent to Dr. _Wight, whose
telephone is C312) 534-5000, ext. 2431.
The items will be on public display
the first week of May at dedication time
for the university.
•t.;
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EAS

dedication
details

SS YWCA sponsors
free exam demo
A . ~l..

ON APRIL 22, the South Suburban
Area YWCA and the Public Health
Nursing Dewrtment of Park Forest
arc co-sponsoring a free Breast SelfExamination Demonstration as a
public service. This one hour program
will be conducted by Susan Palfrey. a
fourth-year nursing student at Olivet
College in Kankakee and a resident of
Park Forest.
Ms. Palfrey will graduate next
month. Her field work has been
_l'omplcted at Riverside and St. Mary's
Hospitals in Kankakee. She has also
done student work in mental heallh at
Manteno State Hospital and the Mental
Health Unit of Riverside Hospital.
The program will be offered three
st•parate times on April 22. 9:00-10:00

THE COLLEGE OF Environmental
and Applied Science has planned a
number of activities to coincide with
university dedication ceremonies that
wiJI take place in the IaUer part of
April.
April 16th through 20th. EAS will host.
a community science exposition and
symposium .
. EAS students will conduct guided
tours of the prairie and wooded areas in
and around GSU's campus on April 1,
18. 21st. and 23rd. and daily April 25th
through March 1st. Telephone the
college of EAS for information
regarding the time and meeting place
for these tours.
There will be a laboratory open house
following dedication ceremonies on
April 20th. There will also be guided
tours of the EAS lab on April 23rd. at 3
and 9 p.m .. and on April 26th. al10 a.m.
and on April 26th, at 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
EAS F-aculty and Student Activity
Uisplays and Demonstrations begin on
April 20th. Displays will be set up

around and in open laboratory areas to
depict research and instructional
activities of faculty and students.
Among these displays wiJJ be an exhibit
showing the physical and sociological
eHects of alcoholism. This display will
be done in conjunction with the
alcholism curriculum project that is
presently underway in EAS.
For further information on any
activity or event, contact Professor
Leon Fennoy. <3121 534-5000, ext. 2494.

I :00-2:00 f'.M.. and

"Wild Animals"
comes to
Ludeman center

7:~ : 00

P.M . It will be held at Grace United

T HIS YEAR'S FINAL film in the
Audubon Wildlife Film series will be
presented on Monday. April 2I. at 8
p.m. in the auditorium of the Elisabeth
Ludeman Center. 114 North Orchard
I )rive. Park Forest. The film is entitled
" Animaux Sauvages· · (Wild Animals )
and is a study of some or· the wild
creatures of Africa by San Schipper and
Hcnk Kegel. It will be personally
presented and narrated by Mr. Kegel.
Included are scenes of lions huntibg,
under·water sequences of hippos,
elephant habits and migration, the
~ol ila ry lifestyle and ingenious hunting
"kills of the cheetah, and a gathering of
namingoes. This film won tbe award
for the best educational documentary
at the Cannes Film Festival in 1971.
Ttckets will be available at the
door- $2 regular admission. $1 student
admission. The Ludeman Center is
hK:ated on the west side of Orchard
Pnvc between the two railroad
underpasses south of Highway 30.
Parking space is available in tbe main,
front parking lot. The auditorium is in
Ihe second building on the left side o£
the central courtyard.
This excellent series of color nature
films is sponsored jointly by GSU's
College of Environmental and Applied
Sciences and by Thorn Creek Audubon
Society.

Proll>slant Churt:h. 266 Somonauk.
Park Forest.
The program will include use of a
Betsi Model. This is a table model of a
woman·s. bust. It has two breasts which
arc dose Lo the texture of buman flesh
and skin. The model has little tumors
which may be fell if lhe correct
procedure is used. The procedure will
be demonstrat-ed. In addition, a film
will be shown.
AJso. included, wm be an explanation
of medical terms used in relation to
women·s specific medical problems in
this area. A question and·answer period
will follow.
Women and girls of aU ages are
invited to attend.

jjf::::::::~:::::=:;:=~:::::::~:::;:~::::::~::::;::~l
f he available to the public at new:~:~
;:;:Governors State University dedication :;:;
::::week
::::
Th~ laboratory in room B2218 will be
~;~;open April22 from 6:30 to 9:30p.m. and:~:~
;~;~April 26 from 11 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
~;~;
:;:; Jay Lubinsky. uni versity professor of;:;:
}communication sciences in the College:!:!
;~;jof Human Learning and Development,}
}will supervise lhe laboratory.
;:;;
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Labo<atocy Open House
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• Kick-off & press conference for
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Wale• Ballet

' Survival Week
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Political Lecture Series

Invitation onJy

tto;,.,~o<~

by WaiT;ck

ean.r. Call

534-5000. ext 2458 '"' ticket

;nro.

Call 534-5000 to find out

Holiday Inn of Chicago South, 1
-· Students full or part-time> and
f' 80Harvey,
and 1-:!94 at Halsted Street,' adults over 65 - $6.00/ entire
IL.
conference: $2.50/ individual
c

session. Adul ts <non-students>$12 .00/ en tire confer ence:
$4.50/ individual session.
Fees do not include meals or
lodging.
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May 4-10

Ulinois State Historical
library

........, Atrif 14. 1975
3rd World Workshop
A THIRD WORLD Studies workshop
will be held a t Governors State
University April 26 at dedication time.
Univer sity of Illinois, Mudenlein
Ulllege, and GSU professionals will
participate from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. One
GSU unil will be offered for the
workshop. Non-student registration will
be SS. including international lunch;
student with I. D. will be admitted free.
More information may be obtained by
telephoning (312) 534-5000, extensions
<1441 or 2442.
An African art exhibit will be on
di~play dunng the workshop.
Themes presentation will be by Dr.
N. Kofele -Kale. professor of
inrcrnational politics. Governors State
University. ''Common Issues in Third
World Studies": Dr. Victor C. Uchendu,
diredor. African Studies center.
Unh·crsily of Illinois, "Content of
African Studies and Career
Opportunities" : Dr. K.S. Sitaram,
professor o f intercultural
communications. Governors State
Unh·ersity. "Content of Asian Studies
a nd Career Opportunities," and Prof.
Margaret Thornton. professor of Latin

Who

t

.... s

American history. Mundelein College,
··content of Latin American Studies
and career Opportunities.··
A panel discussion and
question/ answer session will have
Prof. Robert Press, professor of
international education. Governors
State University. as moderator.
Small group seminars. with each
group dealing with a particular feature
or Tbird World culture, will be under
the leadership of George Ling Hu,
''Chinese Philosophy and Martial Art" ;
Dr. Jagdish Dave. "Meditation and
Yoga": Dr. Anthony Yueh-shan Wei,
"Mentality: East and Wes t ";
Pr·ofessor Press , "A fri can
Independence Movements' ': Prof.
Roger Oden, •·Pan-Africanism": Ed
Moore. " Historical Perspectives in
Africa and West Indies''; Ms. June
Whittaker. "British Colonial Legacy of
Cia~ Structure in the Caribbean." and
llr. Kenneth Farr. "Puerto Rico: A
Model ror Successful Development."
A film will conclude the day·s
workshop.

What

t

Staff

Balance

LRC

GSU

Campus Ministries Council

SSAC, ets/ Mass Media

CCS/ Mass Media

t
----t
t
t
t
t
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20-25

Earthweek

20-27

Open House

21 -25, 7-10 pm

21-25. 2:30-9 pm

Beginnings

Tuesday, 6:30-9:30

New Media Festival

Wednesday, 23,

Workshop~

t

""Clockwork Orange"'

Oakton C. C.

Dr. Helen Hughes

t

Dr. Dave Crispin

Dick Gregory. Ramsey Lewi•
Trio

"The Interview"

Training and research

tt
t

"Strokes Galore··

Double Bill

t

t
t

t
t

The films will cover sc ience,
children's films. business. comedy. art,
cultural. sports, psychology. and
psychedelil' phenomena.
All will be shown frorr1 R to Ill p.m.
except thf' children's films, which will
be from i to 10 p.m.
The GSU dedication film series:
April 28. scrcnce-"Chemical Man,"
" The Chain or Life." "Assent of man
part 6 · The Starry Messenger...
"Clay:· "Birds ...
April 29. children's films- "The
Legend of John Henry." " Monnbtrds,"
" The Drummer Hoy." "Maurice
Scndat:· "Ms. Gooderall's Chimps, ..
"Balloon Tree," "Glass," "Bill Cosby
on Prejudice.··

The atmosphere will be one of a
workshop arrangement, and 1s
designed to provide further evidence
and to suggest additional directions to
those persons concerned about
vocational awareness.

•••

A laboratory-type, experientialdidactic session. "Strokes Galore!"
will be conducted by Dr. David Crispin
April '1:1 from 7 to 10 p.m.
This moni-module introduction to
transactional analysis will include
lcctureUes, music, light and darkness,
body movement. body relaxation. and
directed verbal and non-verbal hiiman
interactions.
J<'amilies. including children and
teenagers. are welcome and
encouraged to participate. Participants
are urged to wear casual clothes for
sitting and lounging on the Ooor. to
arrive on lime. and to remain !.1ntii the
end of the session so as ro experience
the entire event.

t

Thursday, 23, 9:30-9: 30

22. noon. 4 x after until

7:30pm

26. 1-4 pm

27, 7-10 pm

~ . 7pm

May 1. business-''Wall Street,
Whe-re the Money Is ... "Labor
Relations : Do not fold, staple, or
spindle ...
May 2. comedy-''Two." ' ' The
Dentist," "Big Business.'' "Time
P iece.·· "Help ! My Snowman is
Burning... "Gold Rush," "Dream of a
Rabbit F'riend.''
May 5. arl-"Garden of Earthly
IJclights." '·Ballet Adagio," " Two Men
and a Wardrobe ... "Dorthea
Lange: Under the Trees."
May 6. culturai-' ' The Witch
Poetor:· ·'Two Indians." ''A Luta
Conlinua.··
;'flay 7. sports-" Ski the Outer
Limits. · "Saturday Symphony." ")[
Olympia Part 3. ·
i\lay 8. psychology-"Fiowing with
the Toe." "The Art of Meditation.''
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t'Phase 1 and thereabouts
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t

Multi-Media presentation

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Annual Campus Trash
Cleanup. etc.

'

t
tt

CCC

Oakloo Community C.Uege

Neuropsyeh Lab

Sl."' lieket• to all

t

One Acl Pl''

t

Bra;nbehav;or relationships

Labo.1llol')"t~ JK'.

Gym

Marathon 9-day film festival
52 J<' ILMS IN Nl:-.JE day~ are
sc h edu led during Dedi cation at
Governors State Univer~ity .

lab-wkshops

noon-2:30

Cbkago M..oa LaOOralory

World Studies

HLD holds

Where

t
t

Historymobile

tt

SSAC

t
t
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NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
LABORATORY, a career awareness
game. and an experiential-didactic
session will be among the College of
Human Learning and Development
offerings at dedjcation time for
Governors State University.
The neuropsychology laboratory.
under the direction of Dr. Helen
Hughes. will show training and
research in brain-behavior
relationships April26 from lto 4 p.m. in
room C3320.
Starting in September. 1975, a series
of modules will be offered in human
clinical neuropsychology. Students will
have an opportunity to learn the
theories of brain function and
structure. which provide the biological
bases for neuropsychology, the method
of neuropsychological assessment. and
techniques to aid persons in the
r ecovery of function after brain
damage.
A career awareness game, "Oh!
careering We'll Go," will be an audio
visual presentation April 26 from 1 to 4
p.m . by Ira M. Bank.
The program will provide an
opportunity to gain useable skills which
will enhance vocational awareness,

" P erceplion: Structure of Flow."
" Whv Man Creates.''

M~y 9. psych~delic -"Pulse,"
"7:362 ... " Wave Length," "Cosmos,"

.. Allures,.. ··world." "Home of the
Brave... "The Sixties," "Lapis,"
Cybernetic 5.3," "Computer Loops,•·
"Cata logues.'' ··orr On.'' "Moon ."
"Very Nice. Very Nice." "Cinetude
I I. ..

IN NOVATOR OFFICE HOURS

Monday
12-5
10-8
Tuesday
Wednesday
9-5
Thrusday
12·9
Friday ·
10-2
Our extension is 2260

tl

experimentaldidactic ses.o;ion

'

& see "Ciocko Free·•

$7.00 to all. Buy ticket in adv_ance

'l.A Boheme''

in concert
April27
A new addition to Chicago's Lyric
opera, the Lyric Opera school will
appear at Governors State University
April 27, during the university's
dedication activities.
Puccini's "La Boheme'' will close the
first year of six programs in the
performing arts music series of
"discussion. performance, meet the
a rtist" at 7:30p.m. in the GSU theater.

......,
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A-12-JW
INSTRUCTORS - SECRETARIAL
SCIENCE.
AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNOLOGY. For 1975 fall semester.
Augus1 18, 1975.
A-H- JW
GRADUATE
TEACHING
ASSISTANTSHIP IN MATHEMATICS.
Must be pursuing an M.S. degree in
Mathematics full time.
A-10-JW
INSTRUCTORS .
Accounting ,
Automotive Technology, Business.
Learning Resour ces Center .
Mathematics, Nursing , Ornamental
Horticulture, Police Science ,
Psychology, Radio Consulting. Also.
Football Coach with competencies in
one of the above.
A-9-SC
LABORATORY
TECHNIC I AN.
Metallurgy or chemistry. Analytical
testing; macro-etching of spring wire;
analyze and ttnerpret results; establish
standa.rds and requirements to lab
photography; comple data. Benefits.
Woman. prefer 2-years college and
some experience.
A-8-JW
CHAIRMAN FOR ASSOCIATE
NURSI.NG PROGRAM. Must have no
less than a masters. prefer some experience in ADN field.

ED
CO-OP INFORMER
We have some good news and some
bad news this issue. Better to start with
the bad news and get it over w ith .
Xer ox wiU not be able to come to our
campu.s to recr,uit as planned. The
recruitment date was postponed for an
indefinite period of time due to cutbacks In hiring and spending. Apologies
to ,those who planned to come in for an
interview. The new time and date will
be posted as soon as one is established.
!'low for the good news!
WeStland Community Hospital has
chan'ged their r ecruitment date for
nurses from April 15 to April 22.
They're still coming though!
Also, · Illinois Central Community
Hospital will be here to recruit nurses
on April 16. Further information will
soon follow on the Co-op Bulletin
Boards.
Speaking of the Co·OP Bulletin
Boards. There was a slight delay in
getting them organized. We are now
ready to use them and they should be
functioni ng in each of the colleges by
now. Remember that jobs that come in
after the Innovator deadline
be
posted on them. Please make use of
them because they're there for YOU.
A-15-RH
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS in Chicago
Hospitals. Must be qualified for work
study. Should havE: Health Services
Administration study or background.
Full time work, 10-ll weeks beginning
in early June.
A-14-JW
OUTREACH
RECRUITING
PROGRAM for a community college,
including career, college transfer, or
continuing adult education. Work on
own time & develop leads & contacts.
Counseling or advising background
and/ or ability. At least B.A. preferred.
Part time.

INSTRUCT OR JN ECONOMICS AND
BANKING to teach lower division
Economics & supervise a two year
Banking Technology program.
INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTING with
a minimum of a masters in Accounting,
preferably a CPA.
A-7-SC
CONDUCT SHORT MARK ET
RESEARCH INTERVIEWS. No experience necessary. $2.50/ hour . 2:00 ·
9:00p.m. car necessary, mileage paid.
A-6-SC
JR. H IGH SC I ENCE TEACHER,
m in imum three years successfu l
teaching experience . lab oriented
program . 6th or 7th grade homeroom
and boys P .E . twice weekly.

will

JR. H IGH MATH TEACHER ,
min imum three years successful
teaching experience. 6th or 7th grade
homeroom and boys P.E. twice weekly.
COMBI NAT IO N
SPEECH
THERAPIST! REMEDIAL READING
TEACHER. Experience preferred.
A -5-SC
HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY ,
C H EM I S T R Y AN D P ·Y S I C S
TEACHERS. Illinois teaching certificate or equivalent.
A-4-SC
SUPERINTEND ENT
SPECIAL
EDUCATION. Superintendent Certification, Administrative ex~erlence,
Special Education Certification.
A-3-SC
WAREHOUSE FOREMAN. Supervise
inve ntory contr:oL shipping and
receiving. 8-5, Monday-Friday.
A-3-TH
CORRECTIONS WORKERS. Possible
job pending fund ing. Work wi th H .S.
students as an alterna1ive to the Dept.
of Corrections. South Side of Chg. BA
required.
A-1-TH
RECREAT ION
PROGRAMMERS,
SOCIAL WORKERS, DETACHED
WORKERS/ COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS as prQfessional persons
In an alternative after-atre program
for adjudicated delinquents.
M -20-JW
SUMMER TEACHERS. Utilization of
Instructional Materials, Individual
Inventor y, Elementary Counseling
Practicum , Personality Theory in
Psychology, Mental Hygeine.
Psychology of Learning, Elementary
Curriculum Construction .
M -18-SC
JR. HIGH SCHOOL TE ACHERS,
Science and Math, Minimum 3 yrs.
ex per ience.
S pe ech
Therap ist! Remedi al Reading
Teacher, experienced teacher
preferred.

. . M.1t7S

M -13-LF
LECTURE IN CHEMISTRY. Teach the
first part of an organic chemistry
course for non-chemistry majors. June
16 - July 25. Ph.D. in Chemistry and
experience in teaching organic
chemistry at College level.
M -8-SC
CHILD CARE WORKER & ACTIVITY
WORKER. Responsible for direct care.
training and programming for mentally retarded and learning disabled
students, 8-20 yrs. old. Some live-in and
periodic weekend duty required.
M -7-JW
ART INSTRUCTOR at a Michigan
Community College; teach all phases of
art, especially drawing. painting, and
ceramics. Begin 8/ 27.
M-6-W
BUS IN ESS MANAGER for commun ity
college. Position entails comprehensive
financial management, purchasing,
budget preparation, planning &
supervision of bookkeeping, payroll,
and investments. Deadline is 4 p.m.,
April 21, 1975.
M -4-SC
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC TEACHER.
Permanent. part time position for
private lessons. Teach Brass and
Woodwinds (will consider two people)
Hours are flexible.
M -3- SC
VOUCHER
CLERK-ACCOUNTANT.
Will handle set of books for corporate
office, accounts payable and special
projects for manager of accounting and
assistant controller. Full time.
M -1-BC
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES SUPERVISOR. BA required with major in
group work or recreation. Bi-lingual
person desired. Responsible for
planning, administration, super vision,
evaluat ion and the running of all gym &
swim programs.
F-31 -JW
RESEARCH ASS ISTANT. Will consider BA student. Co-op, part time.
Should be eli9ible for work / study.

A-13-JW
ASSISTANT DEAN OF OC ·
CUPATIONAL EDUCATION . Sum mer, 1975. Responsible for planning &
developing occupational• programs and
courses for CET A coordination, for
State vocational reporting, for occupation budgeting, etc.
CO-OP CODE
How to read the Magic Numbers
appearing at the beginning of each Job Description.
JOB I

N -

12 -

BC

MONTH (November )
JOB J.D . II
(12)
COORDINATOR (Burt Collins)

Now that you know how to read the Magic Numbers, here's what
yo~ do next.

Cut out the job description and take it to the

coordinator responsible f or that

position.

COOPERATI VE EDUCATION
ROOM NUMBERS & TELEPHONE NUMBERS

NOON DIALOGUE
"with

PHONE

I·

\\~

ROOM

AREA
Central
BC-Burt Collins
JW-:J ack Wysong

2164/ 2163
2164/ 21~3

D·1205
D-1206

BPS
RK-Robert Kelley
MR-Marshall Reavis

22761 nn
2276/2277

D-3324
D-3326

ccs
TH -Tom Haugsby

2459

B-2314

EAS
LF-leon Fennoy
RH -Russell Hollister

2494
2489

A-1120
A-1121

HLD
CT-Carlyn Talbott

2212

C-3607

President Engbretson
with
Coffee and Conversation
in the Hall of Governors

Noon -1:30
6:30~ 10:00

April17

~14,197S

.......,

.... ,

Classifi~d

"Orient" Is
posh local

Ads

FOR SALE
Honda motorcycle, 1971, SL350.
Custom point and seat. Some
chrome. Excellent condition.
$800.00 Call 957-0519.
1969 CAR FOR SALE
Plymouth Fury Ill, V-8, four
door. Automatic transmission.
power steering, power brakes.
air conditioned. 58,000 miles.
Motor and inside In very good
condition. A little rust outside.
$600. Call evenings- & weekends:
748-0820. Days: 534-5000. ex.t. 2293
or 645·9746.
LOST:
Gold colored pencron, 17 jeweled
ladles watch of priceless sentimental value. If found please
turn in to GSU lost and found.

FOR SALE
1973 Fiat. 850 Spider with convertable top, AM/ FM Radio.
Excellent condition. $2000.00. Call
Judy-BPS ext. 2241 (8:30-5:00).
After 5:00 and weekends call
(815) 469-4272.
DRUM SET FOR SALE
One high hat. two symbols, two
tom toms, one snare & one base.
$125.00 or best offer. Call 799-5268.
BASE STATION FOR SALE
Knight receiver R55, Knight
transmitter T60. $75.00 or best
offer. Call 799-5268.
FOR SALE
Yashinon ·135 mm ($45.00).
Nikormat body ($100.00), Nlkor
35 mm lens ($100.00). All in very
good condition. c:..-11 J?R-0.4.58.
CLASSIFIED ADS ARE RUN
FOR ONE ISSUE UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

by Peter Joseph
THE ORIENT EXPRESS isn't all
that express. It bas to stop at Sofia,
Milan, Bern, Rheims, Calais and Dover
before it finally gets to London.
We never see it stop to take on fuel or
water. The train director played by
Martin Balsam, fancies himself a
gourmet and perhaps he presumes he's
above such mundane concerns. He's
more interested in stocking the train
with mussels and champagne for his
fancy passengers.
Even though such travel must have
been expensive <there's no economy
coach), we see a seedy, wild-Jook:ing
doctor, played by George Coulouris,
examine the mudered person and gives
the audience its best clue to solving the
mystery.
Albert Finney plays Hercule Poirot,
the famous detective, as portly and
misshapen from a gluttonous past. He's
vain about his hair and moustache, and
the very person who complicates and
then solves the mystery.

Sidney Lumet has produced a period
piece filled with movie stars, but it
takes more than costumes and ancient
trains to produce the atmosphere this
film cries for. In 1935 Europe was about
to explode ;nto the second World War,
but we are given no hint of this in the
movie. Since thL.:; film was produced to
save the British Film industry, the
makers cotild have instilled some of the
atmosphe.r e reflecting the agony of preWorld War II Europe into the film. .
The stars play expertly though..
Lauren Bacall is the garrulous yet
insipid widow who has gone through
two husbands. Ingrid Bergman is the
nervous, mollusk-headed teacher who
constantly invokes Jesus Christ.
Jacqueline Bisset is the chic wife of
jealous nobleman Michael York. Jean
Pierre Cassel is the sullen conductor.
Sean Connery plays the violent Atrily
officer in love with Vanessa Redgrave.
Richard Widmark is a rich, retu:.ecf
executive with Anthony Perkins a.s _his
milk-sop secretary and John Gielgti9, ~
his snooty valet. Wendy Hiller playgJb.e ·
wan, violet-painted P!incess a11d
Rachel Roberts is her Geothe-readin,g
maid.
It is your problem to rec~ the clues and solve the mystery.

"Night Porter." succeeds as tragedy, not porn
DovyWight

Film is a director's art, but THE
NlGHT PORTER fits with Joseph E.
Levine's executive producer talents. He
has produced a long list of profitable
films. In 1959 he brought us HERCULES UNCHAINED. The film cosl
him a reported Sl20,000 to bring to this
country. and he spent an additional
Sl.500,000 in advertising to realize his
profit. Levine understands our culture
wen enough to exploit it successfully.
He produced and advertised CARNAL
KNOWLEDGE, and we paid to see it.
Advertised to make LAST TANGO IN
PARIS look tame, THE NIGHT
PORTER provokes in its viewers either
enthusiasm or disgust. The reactions
are the result of Sidney Lumet's
direction.
For Lumet THE NIGHT PORTER
was a difficult Cilm to direct. The action
of its characters relies on events that
happened in the distant past. While the
effects of memory, ideas. and thought
are communicated weU through written
and spoken words, they can make a

static. visually dull film . A motion
picture camera focuses on action in the
present. The viewer' s eyes and
emotions respond to movement. Plot
events must be translated into visual
terms to get audience involvement.
At his best Lumet has been able to
communicate the effect of past events
on the present. Tn THE PAWNBROKER, he links them through a
series of flashbacks. The viewer is nut
into the mind of the pawnbroker and
sympathizes with his plight. THE
NIGHT PORTER has little movement
(neither physical nor psychological)
nor action. I can't find a mind in the
characters.
The' cmttent of the film was particularly difficult for Lumet. Like many
of his films it concerns the effect of war
on human psychology. This one studies
the· results of Nazi sadism and perversion on a young girl who physically
survived the war. In spite of her social
standing as the wife of a symphony
conductor, she is still captive of her

Nazi experience. The film focuses on
her captivity.
Lumet is concerned with human
values. ln the PAWNBROKER, A
VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, and THE
HlLL he forces viewers to address the
consequence of war in terms of its
psychological costs . The audience
identifies with the main characters and
feels outrage at the exhibjtion of war
mentality and its cruelity.
Lumet handles the characters in THE
NIGHT PORTER differently but
exactly right. The audience cannot
sympathize with the plight of the exNazi. Mack. or the girl be perverted.
They are already destroyed by Nazism,
as alien as alienated. Even though
Mack says he wishes to escape his past,
to live like a "church mouse: " he wants
only to satisfy his per-Verted sexual
appetites with his "little girl." They are
both at a psychological dead-end:
debased and inhuman. He is a sadist
and she is chained to his room like a pet
cat. Both starve themselves physically
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What's a Shriek-Alarm? This small,
unobtrusive object carried easily in the
palm of your hand can help you out of a
bad spot and' maybe save your life.
This little cylinder, no bigger than a
purse-sized bottle of perfume, emits an
ear-piercing din at the touch of a finger.
Originally presented to the GSU
community at the recent .!tape Inquiry
Workshop presented by the Department of
Pu blic Safety , these inexpensive
protectors Conly $2.25 each) have been
made available to GSU students and
others by SSAC. They are on sale now in
the bookstore.
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and emotionally . Lumet's camera
treats them clinically, professionally.
as patients etherized upon a table.
Their acts of perversi~n are
mechanical. There is no emotion.
Advertised as "roma ntic pornography" by the Western theater, the
film is a tragedy. lt lacks visual
movement and action; _the characters
have no inner conflict, no desire for
change, no life, no escape. Their values
exhibit the same behavior that was
destructive to humankind and the Nazis
during the Third Reich. The audience
can only respond to their perverseness,
which contains no emotional involvment. 1 found it boring. It certainly
wasn't comedy-no one laughed.
But the film is successful The
message comes through : Nazism
destroys humanity. Appropriately,
Mack and his girl give up being human
and walk out onto a bridge to get shot.
And the film's financial success contains a potent message t()O-()ne about
the state of our cultural appetites.
Joseph E . Levine has done it again.
We pay to see it. Do we put our money
where our minds are?
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by Rapbew·B. Falum
Every time groups of people have
gathered and formed a civilization,
throughout aU of history. they have
allotted or chosen some form of work
for each person to do. In prehistoric
times. work equalled survival and this
was true until weiJ into what
socjologists consid_er modern times.
In understanding work. we must
think _in terms of employment .
Employment do.e s not give a true
meaning_ until we add one
condition: compensation. We work for
-a specific reason. We want to be paid, to
get something.. in return. At one time,
compens~tion was as simple as
reeeiving one hog for chopping wood for
one day. That, fundamentally, is thebar.ter system: getting something for
some other thing. Sometimes, these
"somethings" are one good or product
- for another <s~ch as civilian protection
by a king-for s~rvice in his~rmy, as in
.
feudal times. I ,
Becaqse. we_ h~ve a complicated and
sophisticated . civilization, we have a·
complicated -and sophisticated
econom~ &ystem\ ev.en though it .is still
based on trading or barter.
For ex-ample,. when you were hired,
you barteFed your time. effort and
abilities for compensation in the form
of wages. and fring.e benefits.
Generally1 no matter: what country it is
that you liv.e in, you "barter" in some
way .
However. there are differences which
have ari5e!l over thousands of years
which hav~ created different political
and economic systems-, Three major

to ease economic pinch

How·

economic systems are at work in the
world today. capitalism, socialism and
communism.
Capitalism is the system in which
most of the services and goods are
produced by privately owned and
c_o ntrolled organizations. Ownership
may be by a single individual ora g·r oup
of stockholders. Goods and services are
freely exchanged or sold to customers
who are equally free to buy or not buy.
Necessary governmental controls,
competition and a nation's standard of
living determine just bow free this
exchange actually becomes.
Adam Smith's ideas. which allowed
for people thinking in terms of selfimprovement and personal economic
growth, eventually took ·firm hold on
the minds of Americans. Natural
resourcE~s we.re ·abundant and the
invent i v en e s s of Ame-rica 's
transplanted Europeans caused people
to think: in terms .oi ever increasing
living -standards.
Am e r i.e an
truly bee am e
eeonom~~::ally and financially minded as
they turned to serious- competition f()r

into enoygh pockets to give the country
confidence, just as a sudden windfall
makes a man feet" taller and more sure
of himself. People began realizing they
could actually build a better mouse
trap. could actually invent a way to
manufacture a good five-cent cigar,
co!lld actually buy two Du~enbergs to
put into every garage. All these things.
came to characterize American
ec~momic. aspir;~tions.

s

powerwithother~nations.TberesuJto{

this thinking was the spread of the
European Industrial Revolution to this
country. _ The Industrial Revolution
caused more sweat and tears than
blood. but it was one of the main
phenomena wrucn put America on the
economic map. It put enough money
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Jacquie L-ewis

1

· BRlLLIAt-JT ~LARES jut out. Your eyes watch ~ microscopic universe of
oolorful puJsatmg flashes stream forth. Da~ling flickers burst and flow
onward. ~isap~ri~g into the air, What you're watching is your own fingertiPs.
What you re seemg IS the work of Dr. J.ohn Bisaha, a kirlian photographer.
.• As he take~ a flower a~d plac~ it on his equipment be explains.
Phot~graphy IS sort of a miSnomer, 1t's just the fact that .xou're using film.
T_here IS no camera usually invcolved in this process. You need a high frequency.
h1gh voltage powe~ source with a v~ery low amperage. You hook that _power
source up to metal.lc plates., On top Of that m~taltic plate place your film then
you place ,>::our object."
_
'
Yo~~ateh .D r. Bisaha carefully as he lifts.~thg remaining· plate and gently
places 1t over_ the flowe_r. In anxiety you rub your hands ~gether feeling as if
YOt! were h~ldmg Al~ddin's
and expecting a genie to appear. He switches
on th~ current. andl1ke mag1c, the flower is instantly surrounded in a luminous
glow.Dr. Jphn ~i~aha. head of the psychology departmept at Mundelein College,
.became a ku:han photographer wh_en he was working at the Illinois Center for
Paraps~chological ~esearch: " We were discussing it one day. fthought it was a
ve.~ _unusual and different kind of effect. And I was ·interested in studing and
( ·,.: ,l1m1,tmg the-parameters. I felt that the majority of the investigation that was
-oone was real~y not v:ry accurate. People were doing research and making a
lot of conclus1ons wh1ch weren't substantiated. 1 decided to ao some basic
·· ~dentific investigation. I tried to eliminate the film itself and that's where I
succeeded ·'
.• .,. Kirlia~ ~hot$>graphy began in Russia in the 1930!s:; Since then scientists have
_b een tak1ng a closer look. What they're finding {lre some pretty strange results.-•
The phantom leaf effect, so named because a p_ortion of a leaf can be torn off
.. · · .an<L_th~ rema~ning portion photo~aphed sh_owing an aura of the missing
~· •.porh_on. -bas ra1sed n~me~ questtons. Psychic healers have shown an energy
transferen~e to the1r patients under kirlian. pboto~raJ)by. Other tests have
_sbo.o/n vanables such a~ pressure and film can effe~t results,
_Mysti<;s. -down through the ages, have often claimed to see auras. But John
B1saha shakes his h~~ and laughs. "I'm not knocking psychics. r feel.
personally. that the k1rhan effect is a physically explainable phenomena. The
fact that we're composed of ionic substances and we g.lve off different ions You
can explain it with the knocking down of atomic particles. I think it c~n be
~pla~nec!_ quite nicely in terms ofpre-.<tiagnosis. One professor worked with his
classes. Ever!b~y in tb~ class t~ kirlian pictures of their fingers everyday.
They were _domg 1t for thrrty days m a row. One specific day six students had a
change. In the-next twenty-four hours they came down with a flu virus. 1 feel it
ha~ a great potential as a possible diagnostic tool. But ri_ght now maybe the best
thmg to say is _I'm skeptical. There is no substantiation for the -fact that it
rel~tes to psycbJCs at all. I_ don't think we:should disregard kirlian photography.
I thmk we should look at 1t more extenstvely. There ls enough evidence right
now to show.that something strange is going on.··
Dr. B_isaba leans back and chuckles. ''My blanket statement is that there is
somethmg there but no one knows quite wlfat is is. In allseriousness there needs
to be a lot more investigation in r.e<fuction of variables. The human being-is the
one ~at prOduces the chail~e but not aU the time. We have to worry about gapspa~mg. pr'CSsure on the ftlm , voltage, and frequency. There are so many
va.na~les that people don't consider. We don't even know what a normal kirlian
pnnt1s. There is a-lot of work to be done."
Dr. J3isaba has lectui'ed extensively on kirlian photography. Recently, be
appeared Qn the ~hiJ Do~~hue Show and on an NBC Special which . was
broadcast mternat10nally. In June he is offeri-ng a cout'Se at Mundelein on
Experimental Parapsychology.
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Th.ese, of course, are simplifications
to show the American indust1:ial
attitude in its infancy. These slogans
reflect accurately American motives.
Americans sincerely intended to fulfill
their dreams.
How Americans began to fulfiJJ these
dreams and what happened during the
period of fulfillment is a ,matter for
history books, but what happened
economically and why it happened
concerns a11 of us.
lnrlalion redistributes income in your
favor every time you borrow money or
buy on credit. This is in ~rms of buying
power, not just the number of dollars
you earn. U you as a borrower benefit,
your neighbor as a lender is harmed.
Inflation enters every facet of our
financial life, but it is most devastating
on most of the forms of savings. Output
constantly rises aJ:td falls to varying
degrees. and most persons have
financial interests whiclt can be both
hurt or aided by inflation.
Recession - that'~ about all we bear
about these days. There is no question
but that the Ame.rican economy has
slumped. Unemployment is definitely
on the rise; corporate profits are off by
high percentages; the Do~-Jones
industrial average has dropped to .its
lowest level in three years, and auto
sales are dropping fast.
To meet the challenges of pQSSible
recessi"on. experts advise following
certain guidelines for family financial
management. They are:
1 t J Reconsider any new major
financial commitment. (2) Reduce
spending. <3> Revise yo~ family's
financial plan.
·
Reconsidering a major new financial
commitment means thinking twice
bef~re spending a large sum of money.

The purchase of a second home car or
televi$ion set, the launching
a new
business, investing heavily in a
speculative_stock.
As for reducing spending, you can
shop smarter by reviewing
expenditures before you make them.
Watch for bargains in stores and pay
particular attention to sales. It also
rQeans buying only what you need.
Make out a list before you shop, and
purchase only what is. on your list. Pay
for as much as possible in cash and put
less reliance on credit cards or charge
accounts. If you need to borrow money,
shop around for the beSt credit terms.
Take over -some of your own home
maintenance or repairs. Paint your
house. wash your car, and cut your
lawn yourself if you usually pay to have
tbe~e things done.
Perhaps the. beSt way to acl:tieve
savings is to f,orego luxury
expenditures. Do y_ou really need to go
on an expensive vacation? Is it
absolutely necessary to buy a new car
this year? The idea of reducing
spending is to reserve extra cash to
apply to other parts · of the family
budget, particularJy that involving
financial security.
As for revising your financial plan, if
you are without one, work one up as
soo.n as possible. If you have one now,
reevaluate it jn the face of a ~ible
recession.
A financial plan is simply a businessliKe approach to family finances. In
formulating one, take into account such
factors as your cash flow, net worth,
and debt limit. Once these totals are
known, a budgetcanbe made to meet not
only your day-t«Hiay expenses such as
renl food. clothing and bus fare, but
alSo your .future needs. such as your
childrens; education, your retirement,
your insurance protection and your
investments.
Some families go to professional
financial planners ; others go to socalled "money doctors," who handle
your financial affairs for you. Whatever
you do. it is important not to sit back
and wait for something like a recession
to hil before taking action. Like any
well-run business, your family must
-prepare itself for economic change. If
you neglect this, you may well find
your.self behind the financial eight-ball
when the rece:;sion does come.
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"Will and Tesfament of a Puerte Rican Junkie"
i give· you my child. chicago,
madison street.
old wino freaks,
day-labor agencies,
welfare-agencies-,
urban-progress centers with signs do not enter,
ol_d _people's homes by graceland cemetery.
CIVIC-center.
city hall, - hancock· building so taJl it touches the pollution
'
scribbled walls with fred lives!
puerto ricoJibr:e!
.
male-cba vinists are lousy lovers!
and other signs ot revolution.
i give you my child chicago.
mafioso and politicians.
bingo-games, temples and christians ;
cook-county jail,
cook-county hospitial,
y.m.c.a. and factory smoke to keep everything gray
old town.
new town,
uptown.
rogers parl<,
west-side.
south-side,
yellow eabs trying to hide at lincoln park
in fear of cabrini green projects,
drunken indians.
cbicanos,
hill-billies and other gbetto-Qbjects
pin-pointed on the map for urban removal.
i give you my child chicago.
with tar- paper roofs.
pimps. hustlers, and whores
as o'hare airport awaits
the comlng of fresh ricans who can still smile
and meanwhile ....... .
meanwhile ihave died
from an overdose of potent jive
soon they wiJ1 ·al~o know,
i give you my child chicago
by David Hernandez

